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Choosing a real estate agent to sell 
your home is an important decision 
that requires research, time and 
effort to get the best outcome. The 
wrong choice can seriously affect 
the final sale price and campaign 
success. 

When you decide to sell, speak with at 
least three agents actively selling similar 
properties in the area and ask each to 
appraise your home and discuss their 
sales strategy. While it is tempting to select 
the agent that quotes the highest price, 
this may simply be a ploy to secure your 
listing. By the same token, choosing an 

agent based on the cheapest commission 
is also a mistake; the cheaper agent 
may be the most costly if they are lazy, 
incompetent or a poor negotiator.

Speak to friends and people who have 
recently sold about their experiences and 
recommendations. Ask questions. What 
was the agent like to deal with? Were they 
helpful with ideas on how to present the 
home for sale? Did the listing agent attend 
every open for inspection and follow up 
every buyer? Did they keep you informed 
during the sale process? Did they work 
hard for you? Did they truly care about 
the result or just getting the listing?

In the current market, every agent has 
numerous active buyers due to the 
ongoing demand for quality Peninsula 
homes, but the correct agent with the 
correct strategy will ensure you reach 
every buyer currently looking for your 
type of property. 

For the best result, do your research and 
choose carefully.

COASTAL AGENTS
A: Mount Eliza
M: 0417 559 992
W: www.coastalagents.com.au
FB: CoastalAgents
INSTA: liztodd_coastalagents
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